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The David Sprague House was erected on the north side of Public Street between Eddy and Plain streets about 1839. It stands on its original site in the center of a 4200-square-foot lot in South Providence, a densely built-up neighborhood of large, mid-to-late-nineteenth-century Victorian houses.

The building is a small, rectangular, one-and-a-half story, gable-roofed, center-chimney, five-bay, clapboarded, late Federal style dwelling with a one-story ell on the north side that appears to be part of the original construction. It has dry-laid fieldstone foundations that are now parged with concrete.

The principal architectural feature of the exterior, the side-lighted central doorway on the south elevation, has simple Federal detailing with reeded pilasters. The eight-panel door is original. Except for the formally composed south elevation, the six-over-six sash windows are spaced unsymmetrically on the exterior walls to respond to floor plan requirements. All of the windows retain their wooden exterior blinds, except for those on the north elevation.

A clapboarded, end-gable garage was constructed on the west side of the house abutting the end of the ell about 1935.

The house has a traditional, colonial, five-room, center chimney plan consisting of an entrance hall and two front rooms, with three rooms across the back. The front door leads into a vestibule with a small, wooden niche in the wall abutting the central chimney. On either side of this hall doors lead into the two front rooms. These rooms, the most elaborately trimmed in the house, are very similar in finish. Each has panelled chair rails inset in the plaster walls and a large fireplace with a simple wooden late Federal mantel with plain pilasters flanking the firebox, surmounted by an unornamented frieze.

The rear portion of the house originally consisted of three simply finished rooms - two small end rooms with a long narrow room between them. The plan was modified about 1935 when the wall separating the small northeast room and the central rear room was removed; access to the northeast room was gained from the southeast room. The central rear room opened off the southwest room and had two windows across the back. The small closet built into the chimney space is an original feature. The northwest room appears to have always been the passage between the ell and the southwest room and contains the stairs to the garret. The tiny room on the west side of the passage that may have been the pantry has been
converted into a bathroom. The steep, narrow, winding attic stairs are open to the passage.

The ell contains a single, long, low room with a chimney near the north end and a small partitioned-off pantry space beyond it that contained an old soapstone sink until recent years. The chimney was apparently used as a stove flue. Today the ell is used as a kitchen, as it probably originally was, but contains little of its interior finish. Doors lead to the driveway on the west side of the house and to the small screened porch that was added to the east side of the ell in the 1970's.

The low-ceilinged, plastered garret, which is lighted by a window at each gable end, is divided into two spaces by a wooden partition located just to the east of the chimney stack.

The cellar is reached through an exterior bulkhead on the west side of the house. It has been excavated only under the west portion of the dwelling and has dry-laid stone walls and an earthen floor, a very late example of this type of construction. The remains of a brick, circular cistern, now filled-in and partially destroyed to accommodate a modern furnace, can still be seen. Beyond the excavated portion of the cellar is a crawl space containing the dry-laid stone supports for the floor framing.

The house contains all of its original four-panel interior doors with raised panels. The wrought-iron hardware and latches (there are no interior door knobs or locksets) appear to be mostly original with a few twentieth-century reproductions. The woodwork is extremely simple, consisting primarily of door and window and frames composed of flat backbands and beveled moldings. The 2½ inch-thick interior partitions are plastered and papered. The wide, random-width floor boards are well-preserved throughout the house.
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The David Sprague House is significant as the best preserved of the two oldest surviving indigenous buildings in the South Providence neighborhood. It is also important as an example of a type of Federal domestic architecture that is rare in Providence.

When the Sprague House was constructed, it was one of the few dwellings in what is now South Providence. At that time, this area was a rural hinterland of the town of Cranston containing only a few scattered farms. Its proximity to the rapidly expanding West Side of Providence and the construction in 1825 of the Pawtuxet Turnpike (now Eddy Street) adjacent to his property, however, encouraged George W. Rhodes to subdivide his ancestral farm into house lots in 1832. When David Sprague acquired Lot #3 of the Rhodes tract and constructed his house about 1839, he became the first resident on the plat. His original purchase extended easterly to Plain Street and northerly to Rhodes Street.

The development of the area was slow and it was not until the 1850's that a few other houses appeared in the neighborhood.

The construction of the first horsecar line into South Providence in 1865 down Public Street in front of the Sprague House spurred the residential development of the neighborhood into one of Providence's first major streetcar suburbs. Subsequent building and the gradual subdivision of the original Sprague lot have left 263 Public Street closely surrounded by large Late Victorian houses.

Little is known about David Sprague who was listed as a meal dealer in the 1850 census when he was 60 years old. He died between 1855 and 1858, after which the house descended in his family through his widow, Cynthia Maria Sprague and subsequently his daughter Amey Ann Sprague until 1932.

About 1873 Amey Sprague married William L. Vinton, a horsecar conductor on the South Providence streetcar line that passed in front of the Sprague House. No doubt its location near Vinton's workplace,
prompted the couple to stay on at the old house and it is probably Amey's long term of occupancy that accounts for the building's remarkable state of preservation. Mrs. Vinton was born and lived the rest of her life in the Public Street house and it was only after her death in 1932 that her heir, A. Ethel Vinton, sold the property out of the family.

Since the Sprague/Vinton tenancy, the building has continued in use as a residence except for a brief period between 1936 and 1938 when it was a tearoom known as "Ye Little White House Tea Room." It was at this time that the floor plan was altered by the removal of the northeast chamber wall and the garage was added. By 1936 the house was already a neighborhood landmark noted for its antiquity and quaint architecture. The numerous tenants since 1938 have been appreciative of the house's historic importance and no further major alterations have been made in the structure.

The loss of the few other early buildings that may have existed in South Providence has left the Sprague House as the neighborhood's oldest and best preserved landmark. The only other indigenous contemporary structure, the Wm. H. Hudson House at 31 Seekell Street, has already been nominated to the National Register as part of the Pine Street Historic District.

The Sprague House's continued preservation is especially important since it is the best surviving example of this type of domestic architecture in Providence. The 1½-story structure, an example of traditional plank frame construction, exemplifies the conservatism of rural building in the early nineteenth century. Utilizing a plan and construction techniques that had been prevalent in Rhode Island since Colonial times, the Sprague House was ornamented with spare and characteristic Federal detailing of a type popular two decades earlier. The one-and-a-half story, gable-roofed house-type with the windows built close to the eaves had never enjoyed the popularity in Providence that it did in other parts of New England. Today the Sprague House is the only well-preserved example in Providence of this type of house.

The continued existence of this remarkable survival may very well depend upon its acceptance to the National Register. It is currently endangered by the high rate of demolition in its neighborhood, which
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in recent decades has decayed into a low-income, residential area where abandonment and destruction by vandalism or city condemnation have already taken a heavy toll of the housing stock. The current owners are proud of their house and would like to stay in the neighborhood. Their continued occupancy, however, is threatened by mounting structural problems caused by water leakage from the aged roofing and wooden gutters. This and the condition of the neighborhood have prompted them to be interested in the benefits and protection of being listed in the National Register so that they can take steps to ensure the continued preservation of this historic neighborhood landmark.
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